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 Relativization has been studied extensively across dialects of English, principally 
examining variation between that, WH, and Ø in non-subject relativizer positions. Largely 
ignored (with the notable exceptions of Rickford & Smith 2008 & related studies) have been 
English-lexified creoles, which allow non-subject AND subject relativizer deletion and include 
additional relativizer variants such as wa [what], which is unmarked for animacy. Also 
understudied (with a few exceptions including Bayley 1999, D’Arcy and Tagliamonte 2010) are 
the effects of social rather than internal linguistic constraints on variation. This study fills a 
research gap through providing an analysis of relativizer variation in Guyanese Creole that 
shows significant effects from both internal AND social factors.  
 The data for this study come from successive VARBRUL analyses of 23 speakers in 
John Rickford’s Guyana corpus (Cane Walk as well as Georgetown). In the VARBRUL run 
most characteristic of the relativization literature—i.e., runs focused on zero selection in 
restricted, non-subject relativizers—the only significant constraints are internal (sentence type, 
definiteness). However, when the application value is what or that rather than zero, a third 
constraint based on membership in local social categories is significant along with the two 
internal constraints. Non-subject that, for instance, is favored by non-fieldworking men [.674] 
and women [.649], while non-subject what is the variant of choice for fieldworking women 
[.709]. When we consider zero as the application value with subject relativizers, social factors 
are again significant, with both fieldworking [.726] and non-fieldworking women [.753] 
strongly favoring zero.  
 The study discusses the complex variability in relativization and some of the theoretical 
issues that are implicated, including the importance of ethnography in analyzing social 
categories, the relative independence of internal and social constraints, and the value of 
attending to both factor types, even when research traditionally emphasizes one kind rather than 
the other.  
  


